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Trainer: -  

Trainee: Mai  

Task: PCR 

Trainee:  

• To what extent do you have experience or knowledge working in this environment? 

Answer: One of my team members taught me how to do PCR. I had some theoretical 

knowledge because I took a course in biology, and I studied biotechnology in high school, but 

when I arrived at the lab, I had no idea what to do. I'd never even worked in a laboratory 

before. 

• What was easier than you were expecting? Why? 

Answer: It was less complicated than I expected. The first time was very confusing due to all 

the new terms, but after that it became easy since the protocols are written in good detail. 

• Was there anything that was more difficult than you expected? Why? 

Answer: The technique was not simple at first. The small tubes which in Colony-PCR are very 

hard to maintain in order with all the samples. Correct technique in the lab can save the 

experiment. The trainer helped me develop a more correct technique. 

o What ways could things have been made easier for you? 

Answer: Maybe a video that explains the whole procedure could help. I think that not 

only the process is important but also understanding why the protocol is written the 

wait is, and then I could have a better idea of, for example, why something went wrong. 

• How difficult was this task compared to other novel tasks you’ve undertaken for your work? 

Answer: Easier - because there are detailed protocols and documents that help in doing the 

experiment. 

• Was it easy to communicate with your trainer? Elaborate. 

Answer: Yes. One of the group members guided me so I could ask anything, and I was not 

afraid of asking “stupid” questions. 
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• What was your perception of what your trainer seemed to expect you to know? 

Answer: I felt that I was expected to know more terms. There were many things I didn’t 

recognize. I felt that I was expected after a single demonstration to be able to do it alone. 

• Do you think you could repeat the work you just did on your own? If not, how much more 

training would you require? 

Answer:  I thought that I would have to do it at least once more with someone (even working 

in parallel) to improve the technique and to make sure I understand the process. 

• Any other comments? 

Answer: In my opinion, good training is not based on memory, but on understanding, 

especially in biology, where the protocols are so precise. 
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Trainer: Maya  

Trainee: -  

Task: FACS 

Trainer 

• What was the knowledge and ability level you expected from the trainee? 

I trained some team members on how to run experiments in the FACS and how to analyze the 

results in FlowJo software. I knew that none of them have experienced in this field, so I didn't expect 

them to know much.  

• Do you think their background is useful at all to working in your field? 

Some of the trainees had some theoretical knowledge about how the flow cytometry machine 

works from previous courses that they had during their studies, but none of them knew how to work 

with the raw data in the software tool.    

• What difficulty did you have instructing them? 

Learning how to do these things raised a lot of questions from the trainees due to the 

complexity of this field, I had to be patient during the training, but it wasn't so difficult for me. 

• What was easier than expected?  

Explaining the theory of flow cytometry was fine, because some of them were already 

familiar with it.   

• How did you change your communication to make things easier for them? 

Just explaining everything slow and in a simple way.  

• Do you think the trainee will now be able to perform this work independently? 

Yes, of course they had questions at the beginning but now they are able to do everything 

independently.  

• How successful do you think you were at instructing the trainee? 

If they are now able to do everything on their own, I guess I was OK.   

Any other comments? 
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Trainer: Shir Ovadia  

Trainee: Yehuda  

Task: Mammalian tissue culture 

Trainer- Shir Ovadia: 

• What was the knowledge and ability level you expected from the trainee? 

I taught five members team how to work with mammalian cells and how to handle in the 

tissue culture. I didn’t expect them to be with high level of knowledge, because the work with 

this kind of cells is very different from bacteria, which is the only type  they introduced 

during the academic studies . About the ability level in the lab I expected them to have basic 

lab knowledge. 

• Do you think their background is useful at all to working in your field? 

Yes, their basic knowledge was useful in the tissue culture, it helped us to start from a higher 

level. In addition, before we started to work in the TC I sent them a few protocols and articles 

contains useful information about the cells and chemical materials required for the experiment 

(such as transfection, induction, ect.)  

• What difficulty did you have instructing them? 

It’s difficult to adapt behavioral patterns of working in the tissue culture. It was hard to make 

them understand the level of caution and sterility required from them in the laboratory.  

• What was easier than expected? 

Teach them splitting and general maintenance of the cells. 

• How did you change your communication to make things easier for them? 

For the first time I taught them by doing it by myself while they are watching and for the 

second time we switch roles.  On important steps I went back several times and notice they 

wrote it to themselves.   

• Do you think the trainee will now be able to perform this work independently? 

Yes, I believe they can. 
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• How successful do you think you were at instructing the trainee? 

I came prepare with the things I would like to highlight while the training, I tried not to forget 

anything and not assume they have the knowlegh already.That is why I think I did a pretty 

good job. 

• Any other comments? 

No. 

 

Trainee:  

As a student with an engineering background and very little lab experience I was a trainee in the 

practice of TC (Tissue Culture).  

• To what extent do you have experience or knowledge working in this environment? 

o I had no prior knowledge in growing mammalian cells or working in biological 

cabinets 

• What was easier than you were expecting? Why? 

o The manual lab work was easier than I expected, it was largely the same as working 

with bacteria as regards the physical /practical usage of tools. 

• Was there anything that was more difficult than you expected? Why? 

o Working within the biological cabinet and under the strict sterility conditions in an 

effective and efficient manner was far more difficult than I expected. Working with 

bacteria and having some prior experience handling lab equipment I expected to 

become proficient very quickly. I discovered that working in a biological cabinet, as 

well as under extremely strict sterility conditions, requires tremendous skill and a lot 

of practice.  

 
o What ways could things have been made easier for you? 
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▪ I believe that more preparation and or practice in a non-stress environment 

(for example a model biological cabinet without live cells) could have aided 

in the learning process 

• How difficult was this task compared to other novel tasks you’ve undertaken for your work? 

o I’d say that this was one of the more difficult tasks I undertook. Mainly because of 

how much practice was necessary to get the hang of the skill. 

• Was it easy to communicate with your trainer? Elaborate. 

o It was quite difficult to communicate effectively with my trainer as everything was 

done while working with real cells and therefore under a significant amount of 

pressure not to contaminate anything or ruin any experiments. This pressure was not 

conducive to a learning environment wherein questions are welcome and there is time 

to communicate. 

 
o What was your perception of what your trainer seemed to expect you to know? 

 
▪ My trainer seemed to expect me to know all sorts of practices regarding 

working in a “clean” (i.e sterile) manner. For example, one is not supposed to 

pass over a tissue culture dish that is open with his arm. This task is easier 

said than done in a cluttered biological cabinet. 

• Do you think you could repeat the work you just did on your own? If not, how much more 

training would you require? 

o I think I could repeat the work, but not to the level necessary for correct TC work. I 

believe a few more sessions will be necessary to build my confidence to the point 

where I will believe I can work correctly alone and unsupervised.  

• Any other comments? 

o An amazing learning experience that most undergraduate students do not get to have! 

 

 


